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Kind of a cover sheet.
Thank you for your interest in me and what I can do for your company. This will probably be
unlike any other resume that you’ve had to view because it is difficult to consolidate all of my
abilities and strengths into a single funnel of information into your eyeballs. What you are
looking at is basically 35 years of trials and tribulations that we call experience filtered down into
a relatively bite-sized tidbits. Please let me know what questions I can answer for you.

What am I?
A hardware/software/network designer/engineer/programmer. I am well versed in
computer science and software engineering, equivalent to BS/MS level. I am highly
motivated; a quick learner with strong interpersonal skills and a positive attitude. I
am very productive working on my own, yet a strong collaborator in large groups. I
am a bugmagnet, and manage to uncover even very obscured bugs... sometimes
even on purpose.
Abilities, Achievements and Activities:
* Proven track record driving products from concept to delivery.
* Programming ingenuity.
* Outstanding QA ability to debug.
* Award-winning leadership skills motivate a team to full potential.
* Vast knowledge of operating systems, software, and hardware.
* Strong background in network and system security and encryption.
* Developed a product featured on Apple's Mac OS X site.
* Created products used for Babylon5 and other TV shows.
* Patented an intelligent HTTP content cache.
References available upon request.

Further Reading
The Amigascene Era (1985-1994)
Cryogenic Software
Time Warrior (unreleased game)
Creative Microsystems, Inc.
CMI Processor Accelerator https://goo.gl/j4izpr
CMI Multiport Board https://goo.gl/PYsjcF
(for) Supra 500XP https://goo.gl/XjiQ5p
Progressive Peripherals and Software (as Cryogenic Software)
3-D Professional and Animation Station https://goo.gl/Hb5qqQ
DigiFeX
Interact Appletalk https://goo.gl/HjAJur (where multiple products appeared)
(for) Advanced Storage Solutions Nexus https://goo.gl/nEuSSr
Computer Systems Associates (as Cryogenic Software)
CSA 40/4 Magnum https://goo.gl/dgdXPf
CSA 12 Gauge https://goo.gl/ADVmZa
Macrosystems US, LLC (as Cryogenic Software)
Macrosystems WarpEngine https://goo.gl/GxMvHi
Intel Corporation
Intel SatisFAXtion https://goo.gl/afwv3r on TAPI https://goo.gl/UXQfMY

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you soon.
~b
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